Abstract COPI, a 600 kD heptameric complex (consisting of subunits α, β, γ, δ, ε, ζ, and β′) "coatomer," assembles non-clathrin-coated vesicles and is responsible for intraGolgi and Golgi-to-ER protein trafficking. Here, we report the three-dimensional structures of the entire sequences of yeast Sec21 (γ-COPI mammalian ortholog), yeast Ret3 (ζ-COPI mammalian ortholog), and the results of successive molecular dynamics investigations of the subunits and assembly based on a protein-protein docking experiment. The three-dimensional structures of the subunits in complexes indicate the residues of the two subunits that impact on assembly, the conformations of Ret3 and Sec21, and their binding orientations in the complexed state. The structure of the appendage domain of Sec21, with its two subdomainsthe platform and the β-sandwich, was investigated to explore its capacity to bind to accessory protein recruitment motifs. Our study shows that a binding site on the platform is capable of binding the Eps15 DPF and epsin DPW2 peptides, whereas the second site on the platform and the site on the β-sandwich subdomain were found to selectively bind to the amphiphysin FXDXF and epsin DPW1 peptides, respectively. Identifying the regions of both the platform and sandwich subdomains involved in binding each peptide motif clarifies the mechanism through which the appendage domain of Sec21 engages with the accessory proteins during the trafficking process of non-clathrin-coated vesicles.
Introduction
Cellular membranes serve as barriers to the external environment and organize the interior of the eukaryotic cell into biochemically distinct compartments in which specific cellular functions are performed. The transport of proteins (cargo) between discontinuous subcellular compartments relies on the assembly and disassembly of multilayered coat protein complexes onto cellular membranes. The assembly of these complexes induces vesicle budding, in which cargo proteins are captured and transported in-between cellular compartments. To date, three major types of vesicles have been described: clathrin-coated vesicles, COPI (coat protein complex I)-coated vesicles, and COPII (coat protein complex II)-coated vesicles. Clathrin-coated vesicles bud from the plasma membrane and from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) to the endosome. COPI-coated vesicles traffic primarily from the cis-Golgi to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and between Golgi cisternae. COPII-coated vesicles traffic from the ER to the Golgi apparatus [1] .
The COPI-coated vesicles form by recruitment on the membrane of two cytosolic components: an ARF-family G protein (such as ARF-1) and the ∼600 kDa coatomer complex composed of seven coat proteins (ζ, β, β′, γ, δ, ε, and ζ) [2, 3] . Prior to fusion with its target membrane, each COPI vesicle loses its coat; ARF1 and COPI are released back into the cytosol. This is initiated when ARF1 hydrolyses its bound GTP [3] . GTP hydrolysis is greatly increased by GTPase-activating proteins (ARF-GAPs), such as yeast Gcs1p (ARFGAP1 mammalian ortholog) and Glo3p
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(ARFGAP2 mammalian ortholog). Under high salt conditions, the COPI complex can be disassembled into two subcomplexes, F (composed of the α, β, γ, and δ subunits) and B (composed of the α, β′, and ε subunits) [4] .
Proteins in the coat complexes can generally be subdivided into (i) the cage-forming proteins, which induce curvatures into the membrane that lead to the formation of coated buds, and (ii) the adaptor proteins, which bind to the scaffolding proteins and membrane-bound cargo receptors, thereby mediating selective recruitment into the vesicles. For clathrin-coated vesicles, the cage-forming proteins are the clathrin light and heavy chains [2] . The predominant adaptor protein (AP) complex found in clathrin coat is AP2, which belongs to the family of heterotetrameric AP complexes [5] . The AP2 complex, a typical member of AP complex, is composed of two large subunits (AP2-α and AP2-β2, 100-130 kDa), which contain an N-terminal trunk domain, a linker, a C-terminal appendage domain, a medium subunit called AP2-μ2 (∼50 kDa), and a small subunit called AP2-σ2 (∼20 kDa). The N-terminal trunk domains of AP2-α and AP2-β2, together with the subunits AP2-μ2 and AP2-σ2, assemble into a compact "core," while the two appendages of the two large subunits are joined to the core through flexible linkers [6, 7] . To fulfill its function as an adaptor complex, AP2 interacts in a dynamic fashion (i) with internalization motifs on the cargo proteins via its μ2 and δ2 subunits, (ii) with the plasma membrane PIP (phosphatidyl inositol-4,5-biphosphate) via the α, β2, and μ2 subunits [8] , (iii) with clathrin via its β2 appendage [9] and via a clathrin box [10] found in the AP2-β2 linker [11] , and (iv) with the sequence motifs DP [FW] , FxDxF, and Wxx [FW] , which are found in many accessory/regulatory proteins (such as Eps15, epsin, AP180, and Dab2, among many others) in the vesicle assembly/disassembly and endocytosis pathway via the appendages of the α-AP2 and β2-AP2 [12] . There are three different types of binding sites on the appendages [13] . The first one is a hydrophobic pocket around a conserved tryptophan within the platform subdomain in α-AP2, β2-AP2, α-adaptin, and β2-adaptin which recognizes the DPF/W or FXDXF peptides [9, 14, 15] and [DE] nX1-2FXX[FL]XXR [16] from accessory proteins [13] . The two other binding sites are on the sandwich (immunoglobulin-like) subdomain: one, found on the α-AP2 appendage, recognizes WXX[FW]X[DE]n; the other, on the opposite side of the sandwich subdomain of β2-AP2, recognizes FXn[FW]n [13, 17] .
The function of the subunits of COPI and COPII complexes is less understood than those found in clathrin-coated vesicles, but the general principles are starting to emerge. For COPII, cryoelectron microscopy identified the subunits Sec13-31 as the lattice-forming complexes and the subunits Sec23-24 as the cargo adaptors [18, 19] . For COPI, recent X-ray crystallography studies have shown that the α-COPI and β′-COPI subunits crystallize as a triskelion [20] , suggesting that they are the cage components of the COPIcoated vesicles. The heterotetrameric arrangement of the AP complexes is believed to be mirrored by that of the subunits of the F subcomplex (ζ, β, γ, and δ) in COPI [21, 22] . In the F subcomplex, ζ-COP is the only subunit that interacts with the large subunit γ-COP and is required for the interaction of γ-COP with the other large subunit β-COP [22] . An NMR study shows that the truncated human ζ-COP (residues 1-149) presents general folding that is very similar to the crystal structure of the σ-subunit in AP1 and AP2 [23] . X-ray crystallography studies of the carboxylterminal region (residues 555-874) showed that the appendage of γ-COPI is structurally similar to the appendage in α-AP2 and β2-AP2, and that the yeast ARFGAP Glo3p (mammalian ortholog ARFGAP2) binds in the hydrophobic pocket of the platform subdomain of the γ-COPI appendage [24, 25] . A second site of interaction containing a patch of highly hydrophobic potential that mediates the interaction with the B subcomplex via ε-COPI has been suggested to exist in the β-sandwich subdomain of the γ-COPI appendage [25, 26] .
In this study, we present the homology model of the entire sequence (935 residues) of Sec21 (yeast homolog to mammalian γ-COPI), including the trunk and the appendage domains as well as the linker connecting the appendage to the trunk domain. We also present the full-length (189 residues) Ret3 (yeast homolog to mammalian ζ-COPI), molecular dynamics simulations of Sec21 and Ret3 for 6 ns of simulation time, and protein-protein docking studies of the complexed Sec21 and Ret3 subunits. The complex of these two subunits, obtained from a docking experiment, was further studied by performing 20 ns of molecular dynamics simulations. The model of Sec21 was examined to explore the possible role of the appendage in the proteintrafficking mechanism. Three binding sites for accessory protein recruitment motifs were identified: (i) a site on the platform capable of binding the Eps15 DPF (GSDPFK) and epsin DPW2 (FSDPWC) peptides [27] , (ii) another site also on the platform that was found to selectively bind to the amphiphysin FXDXF peptide, and (iii) a third site, in the β-sandwich subdomain, which was found to selectively bind to the epsin DPW1 (GSDPWK) peptide. Ent1 (Q12518, FGSENCVLWC), Ent1p (C8Z6E1, GSENCVLWCR), Pan1p (C8ZAQ5, GSSNLVEPRATPFQ), and Ent2 (Q05785, GSNNPFSMDNLERQK) all belong to epsin family [28] , which contain the epsin N-terminal homology domain, and are the yeast homologs of epsin DPW2, epsin DPW1, and Eps DPF. The sequences of the peptides in yeast and mammals show similarities of 50-80%, with 20-50% identical residues. Thus, analyzing the interaction profiles of each accessory peptide, the role of the highly conserved motifs at their binding site in Sec21, and the dynamic conformational variations of the involved protein residues has provided useful insight into the mechanism of action in non-clathrin-coated vesicles against accessory protein motif in the trafficking process.
Materials and methods

Structure prediction and homology modeling
The complete sequences of the Ret3 and Sec21 subunits for Saccharomyces cerevisiae were retrieved from the Swiss-Prot-TREMBL database [28, 29] (identification codes: P53600 and P32074, respectively). The NMR structure of the truncated human ζ-COP149 (2HF6.pdb) [23] and the crystal structures of the clathrin adaptor protein 1 core (1W63.pdb) [28] , the adapter-related protein complex 2 (2JKR.pdb) [30] , and the human γ-COP appendage domain structure (1R4X.pdb) [25] were employed as template structures to model the trunk and appendage of each homolog subunit in the yeast coatomer.
For the docking experiment, the atomic coordinates of the peptides were retrieved from the crystal structures of the complexes of the AP2 clathrin adaptor α-appendage with epsin DPW1 peptide (1KYD.pdb) [27] , epsin DPW2 peptide (1KY6.pdb) [27] , Eps15 DPF (1KYU.pdb) [27] , and amphiphysin FXDXF (1KY7.pdb) [27] .
Protein structure predictions were obtained via the foldrecognition servers FUGUE [31] , GenTHREADER [32] , and 3D-PSSM [33] , and the secondary structure prediction servers PSIPRED [34] and Phyre [35] , as well as the Pcons consensus predictor [36] for fold recognition and to rank the best templates. The suggested templates were applied to model target proteins using the SWISS-MODEL workspace [37] .
We first built structural models of the regions of Ret3 and Sec21 using the available template structures. In particular, the crystal structure of the truncated human ζ-COP (2HF6. pdb) [23] was used for residues 1-150 of Ret3. The crystal structures of the clathrin adaptor protein 1 core (1W63.pdb chain A, H) [28] and the adapter-related protein complex 2 (2JKR.pdb) [30] were used for residues 1-267 and 275-584 of Sec21. The crystal structure of the human γ-COP appendage domain (1R4X.pdb) [25] was employed as the template for residues 600-874 of Sec21 (Figs. 1a and 2a) .
We then modeled the missing fragments in the crystal structures of truncated human ζ-COP (residues 150-189) [23] , in the clathrin adaptor protein (residues 268-274), in the C-terminal region of human γ-appendage (residues 875-935) [25] , as well as residues 584-599, part of the linker connecting the appendage to the trunk domain. Possible template structures for each missing string were found by searching the structure prediction servers mentioned above. From among the search results obtained for each missing fragment, the template with the highest available certainty, sequence identity and similarity, and the best P and E values, was selected for model building. For residues 150-189 of ζ-COP, the appropriate part from 3CJH.pdb was utilized, the appropriate part from 2DB0.pdb was used for 268-274 of Sec21, the appropriate part from 1Z65.pdb was obtained for 584-599, and the appropriate part from 1R4X. pdb was used for 875-935. In the third step, the qualified models of the missing parts were merged into the major parts of the modeled structures of their corresponding subunits via covalent bonds (Figs. 1a-b and 2a-c) .
Following the removal of geometric strain and the elimination of special restraints on the modeled structures of the subunits with energy minimization and MD, the developed models of the whole of Ret3 as well as the trunk, linker, and appendage of Sec21 were evaluated by PROCHECK [38] . The PROCHECK [38] results showed that 94.8% and 96.9% of the backbone angles were in allowed regions, with G factors of −0.12 and −0.7 obtained for Ret3 and Sec21, respectively. ERRAT [39] is a program for calculation the "overall quality factor" of nonbonded atomic interactions. The cut-off value from ERRAT is 50; higher scores indicate high model quality. The ERRAT score for the model of Sec21 was 83.77 and that for the model of Ret3 was 85.08, which therefore indicate that they are high-quality models. Since the backbone angles and the nonbonded interactions of the models were all within their normal ranges, they can be safely used for further experiments in protein-protein docking and MD simulations.
A 2D representation of the assigned secondary structure of each subunit was prepared using STRIDE [40] .
Molecular dynamics simulations and setup
For the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that were performed within the two individual experiments, each protein structure (Sec21 and Ret3) was embedded into a preequilibrated solvent box with water molecules consisting of simple point charges [41] . MD simulations were performed on the Krylov cluster of CLUMEQ using four computational nodes with eight Opteron 2.3 GHz CPUs. All simulations were performed using the GROMACS package, v.4.0.5. [42] , periodic boundary conditions, and the GROMOS96 (G43a1) forcefield to set up the parameters. The number of water molecules included in each box depended on the size of the protein structure. For Lennard-Jones and electrostatic interactions, a cutoff distance of 1.0 nm was assigned. The particle mesh Ewald algorithm [43] [44] [45] was used to calculate the electrostatic contributions to energies and forces. Bond lengths were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [46] , which was also used to constrain hydrogen-bond lengths. The simulation was performed under normal pressure and conditions. Pressure and compressibility (τ p ) were set to constant values of 0.5 ps and 4.5 × 10
, respectively. The water and protein molecules were coupled separately to the thermal condition of 300 K with a coupling constant (τ T ) of 0.1 ps [47] . The MD simulation of each protein system of our study was first energy minimized using a steepest descent algorithm followed by a conjugated gradient algorithm. All-bond progression of position restraint was then performed for 1500 ps. Dynamics simulation was used in the next phase to gradually release all of the constraints within 6 ns for the individual subunits of Ret3 and Sec21, and within 20 ns for the complex of the two subunits.
The atomic coordinates of Ret3 and Sec21 obtained from the individual MD experiments were utilized in docking experiments to simulate the three-dimensional structures of the complexed subunits.
Protein-protein docking HEX [48] , a rigid-body docking program, was utilized to scan the conformations of the complementary shapes of the two subunits Ret3 and Sec21 in order to identify the orientations of the structures upon binding. It should be noted that the first-rank solution from this experiment was chosen as the structure of the complex of the two subunits. The docking was repeated using ZDOCK [49] , where the top five solutions had RMSDs of less than 2.5 Å with respect to the first-rank hit obtained from HEX [48] . To further evaluate the selected binding mode, docking experiments were followed by a 20 ns long MD simulation of the selected conformational pose of the complex structure.
The Sec21 structure was studied to determine the individual binding modes of the peptide ligands Eps15 DPF, epsin DPW2, epsin DPW1, and FXDXF when complexed with the appendage domain of Sec21. The regions equivalent to the binding sites of the same ligands on the α-AP2, β2-AP2, and γ-AP1 appendages [17, 27, 50] were identified by sequence alignment of the corresponding proteins [51] .
The ZDOCK docking program [49] was employed to dock the peptide ligands and predict their putative binding pockets. The GHECOM grid-based HECOMi finder [52] was utilized as an additional approach to find the best binding site for each individual peptide. The potential binding sites on Sec21 include a ∼14 Å deep pocket consisting of the antiparallel sheets β9-β14 and α33, as well as a ∼20 Å-deep pocket consisting of β3, β4, the β8-β9 loop, β12, β13, and a 3 10 helix. The latter is the effect of the additional fragment in the modeled structure of the Sec21 appendage with amino acids 874-935 in the platform subdomain. In addition, a third pocket was identified that is located on the surface of the sandwich subdomain, consisting of the α32-β3 loop, β6 and β7, the β6-β7 loop, and β10.
Results and discussion
Ret3 subunit
The entire Ret3 was modeled as described in the "Materials and methods" section. Despite the low sequence identities (<21%) between the subunit of the COPI and the APs (Fig. S1 ), phylogenetic analysis of both the large and the small/medium subunits indicated a common ancestor for all components of the heterotetrameric adaptor complexes AP1, 2, 3, including ζ-COP. Accordingly, the subunits of the F subcomplex of COPI show size similarities as well as N-terminal homology with the subunits of the APs [21, 53] .
Our model of the smallest subunit of the F subcomplex, Ret3, consists of five beta sheets and seven alpha helices (Figs. 1b and  S1 ), where the beta sheets and the first five alpha helices (Nterminal domain, residues 1-140) assemble into a core domain, and the last two alpha helices (C-terminal region, residues 141-189) assemble into the tail fragment (Figs. 1b and S1 ).
Upon minimizing the entire structure, the N-terminal domain (residues 1-140) of the subunit equilibrated after nearly 3250 ps of MD simulation, with an RMS deviation of <5 Å, suggesting a very stable structure in the core region (Fig. S2 ). This observation, and the fact that 15 of the 16 conserved amino acids [including six polar residues (Ser5, Lys25, Asn92, Asn123, Asp132, and Glu133) and all of the aliphatic amino acids] all accumulate in the N-terminal domain (Fig. S3) , support the pivotal role of the N-terminal region in the stability and function of the subunit, as reported by Yu et al. [23] .
In contrast, the C-terminal region (residues 141-189), with its folded helix structure, was found to equilibrate after 4,250 ps, with an RMSD of nearly 9 Å from the starting structure (Fig. S2) . Monitoring the conformational changes of the Ret3 subunit during the MD simulation showed that the folding of amino acids 145-180 (including α6 and α7) changed; the α6 helix unfolded at Pro160-Gly169 into a simple coil (Fig. 1c-d) . The corresponding RMS deviation of the tail (Fig. S2) shows a climax at 4100-4400 ps, with an increase of nearly 2 Å due to the unfolding stage at α5, an isolated β-bridge (residues 128-144), and at Ile140-Asn146, which unfolds to a simple coil (Fig. 1b-d) . The analysis of the MD simulation shows high root mean square (RMS) fluctuations of 4.0-10.0 Å in the atomic coordinates of the amino acids 145-158, 163-168, and 183-189 (Fig. S2) , so the tail sweeps a large conformational space, causing destabilization of the structure in this region, as seen at 1000 ps and 4200 ps (Fig. 1c-d) .
The C-terminal fragment contains several semiconserved residues (Fig. S3) . The electrostatic potential surface on the residues 107-171 located between α3 and α6 and in the tail is mainly positive, causing electrostatic repulsion between α6 in the C-terminal region and the β-bridge, β2, in the α3 region. This force drives the C-terminal region away, preventing it from joining to the well-packed core domain (residues 1-140) of the protein. The conformational variability of the C-terminal region, as well as its highly solventexposed folding, result in unsteadiness and eventually the detachment of the tail fragment.
In addition, Saccharomyces cerevisiae (P53600, Fig. S1 ) has the highest number of hydrophobic amino acids in α6 and α7 [with 20 hydrophobic residues out of the total of 40 in the C-terminal tail fragment (Ala149-Leu189)] among its homologous proteins: adapter-related protein complex 1σ (P61967, six of nine in total), adapter-related protein complex 2σ subunit in mouse (P62743, zero out of two) and the coatomer subunit-ζ1 in human (P61923, 13 of a total of 29).
The MD simulation of Ret3 shows unsteadiness in the α6 and α7 regions, indicating weak structural folding. Since, in proteins, hydrophobic residues characteristically improve the stability of buried side chains, the weak structural folding of the α6 and α7 regions may be weakened further in the homologous proteins by the presence of even fewer hydrophobic residues in the equivalent region, which similarly leads to the disconnection of the highly flexible C-terminal region. Thus, the structure of the tail is unsolved for human ζ-COP [23] . It should be noted that ζ-COP is the only subunit to exist independently, separate from the COPI heptameric complex, and that free ζ-COP and the heptamer are both stable, with similar half-lives in the cell of about 30 h [4, 54] . Similar to ζ-COP, the N-terminal of Ret3 may be the only structurally stable domain, as it is shown by MD (Fig. S2 ).
Sec21 subunit
The Sec21 subunit with 935 amino acids has three major components: a trunk domain, an appendage domain, and a linker connecting the trunk and the appendage domains. The subunit was modeled as described in the "Materials and methods" section. Briefly, first the major parts of the trunk and the appendage, including residues 1-267, 275-583, and 600-874, were modeled. The linker, the missing amino acids of the trunk, as well as the complementary region of the appendage were then modeled and added to the Sec21 structure (Fig. 2a-c) .
Sec21 contains 34 α-helices, 17 β-sheets, and seven 3 10 helices (Fig. S4) . The trunk domain is a α-solenoid domain consisting of 30 α-helices and five 3 10 helices. The linker is mainly folded into a simple coil, but it possesses a short α-helix at residues 585-592. Similar to the γ-appendage, the Sec21 appendage has a bilobal structure, including platform (C-terminal) and the β-sandwich (or immunoglobulin-like or N-terminal) subdomains (Fig. 2b-c) .
Compared to the platform subdomain in the γ-appendage (1R4X.pdb) [25] , Sec21 has additional residues: 875-935 (Figs. 2c and S4b) . The structure of the γ-appendage (1R4X. pdb) [25] was found to be the best template to model this fragment. This is folded into three β-sheets and one α-helix at residues 920-928 (Fig. 2c) . Sequence alignment for residues 875-935 with the amino acids in the γ-appendage yields 18% sequence identity as well as 46% similarity between the sequences of Sec21 and the γ-appendage in COPI (Fig. S4) .
Sequence alignment was carried out on Saccharomyces cerevisiae Sec21 (P32074), coatomer subunit gamma of Homo sapiens (Q9Y678), AP1 complex subunit gamma-1 in mouse (P22892), and the alpha subunit of the AP2 complex in rat (Q66HM2), using the highly accurate alignment algorithm of the Clustal program [51, 55] . We tested the alignment using T-Coffee [56] and found very high similarity in the multi-sequence alignment results. In particular, for the sections relating to the conserved and semiconserved residues, the results from T-coffee and Clustal were found to be identical. We also searched for other possible protein families using Pfam [57] and no additional template structure was found. Pfam also suggested the same structure of adaptin and γ-COP for Sec21, and clathrin adaptor for the Ret3.
Clustal alignment shows 24 conserved amino acids, including Leu (30%), Ala (25%), Gly (16%), Asp (8%), as well as Tyr, Lys, Met, Arg, and Phe (each 4%), where the majority of the conserved residues are found on the trunk domain. Semiconserved amino acids are present in both the appendage and trunk domains, but are absent from the linker. Except for Asp119, Asp257, and Arg322, the conserved amino acids are all hydrophobic residues.
MD simulation of Sec21 demonstrates that stability is attained at about 4,300 ps for all three fragments of the subunit (Fig. S5) . The linker and the trunk have more rigid structures (RMSD 7 Å) than the appendage (RMSD 8.2 Å) with respect to the average structure obtained from MD (Fig. S5) . The RMS fluctuation is low, ∼4 Å, for amino acids 100-425 in the trunk, whereas the residues in the linker and the appendage fluctuate by up to 7.5 Å. The most unstable residues occur mainly in the linker (residues 575-610), in appendage β8 (residues 710-735), in β13 and β14 (residues 840-855), and in β16, β17, and α34 (residues 900-945). The 3 10 helix, α1 (residues 1-20), the α1-α2 loop (residues 45-55), α26, α27, and α28 (residues 475-525), the coil between α30, and the isolated β-bridge are the residues of the trunk that also show considerable fluctuations, reaching as high as 5 Å (Fig. 2b, Figs. S4, and S5) . The high quality of the trunk model was confirmed by PRO-CHECK [38] , with an overall G factor of −0.26, 95.5% of the residues in the core, and 4.2% in the allowed regions.
Three-dimensional structure of the Sec21-Ret3 complex In the three-dimensional structure of the Ret3-Sec21 complex, the two subunits are linked through nonbonding interaction forces, mainly between the core N-domain of Ret3 (1-149) and residues 1-601 of Sec21, forming four binding subsites (nodes) (Fig. 3a-b) .
The C-terminal fragment of Ret3 (residues 150-189), including the α5-α6 loop, α6, and α7, are more than 29 Å from the interface of the subunits-too far to influence Ret3-Sec21 complex formation. The core domain of Ret3 binds to the α-solenoid domain of Sec21, forming a four-node-like interaction site. The first interaction subsite (node 1) consists of networking between the aromatic amino acids Tyr26 and Tyr27 located at the 3 10 helix of Ret3 and Asp595, Ala598, and Thr599 from Sec21. At the second subsite (node 2) in Ret3, Leu54 at the α3-α4 loop, and Val73 and Leu74 at the α5-β6 loop interact directly with Ser581, Leu582, Leu586, Tyr589, Ile590, and Ser596 in Sec21. The third subsite (node 3) is formed by Tyr78 at the α2 and Glu122 at the α3 from Ret3 and Lys562, Asp563, Ile566, Ala567, and Gln568 from Sec21. Met126 and Val127 at the β7-α4 loop, and Leu128 and Leu129 at α4 in Ret3 establish the fourth interaction subsite (node 4) at the interface of the two subunits with Ser289, Phe290, Arg293, and Arg296 in Sec21 (Fig. 3b) . The complex obtained from docking was evaluated with a 20 ns long molecular dynamics simulation. The simulation reached equilibrium after approximately 10 ns of MD (Fig. S6) .
Despite the individual conformational changes in the subunits during MD, a comparison of the different frames at various time steps demonstrates that the interactions between Ret3 and the α-solenoid domain of Sec21 are stable. The amino acids of each subsite (node) remain involved in the interaction network, and are similar to those observed in the docking results. This is evident upon monitoring the variations in the distances between the centers of mass of the paired groups of amino acids from each subunit in each of the four nodes during 20 ns of simulation and comparing them to the corresponding distances in the docking result (Fig. 4a-d) .
At around 8 ns, the distance between the centers of mass of the paired groups in node 1 decreases, as it also does in node 2, remaining very close to the corresponding values for the reference structure in the docking result. The distances between the paired groups of amino acids in nodes 3 and 4 increase at around 10 ns, although they are very close to the corresponding docking results at about 12 ns and 17.5 ns. However, the distance between the centers of mass reduces in node 4 after 18 ns such that it is nearly the same as in the docking structure (Fig. 4a) .
Since node 3 is located between node 4 and the highly stable node 2, the four-node-like binding site of Ret3 and Sec21 retains its complex pose during MD, and is similar to that predicted by docking. The structure of the complex and the interaction network at the binding site remain valid even after 10 ns and 16 ns of MD, when the largest distances between the centers of mass for the groups in node 3 and node 4 are observed (Fig. 4a-d) .
The information obtained from 20 ns long MD simulations shows the stability of the predicted binding mode of the subunits in a complex, and the reliability of the identification of the amino acids that are involved at the interface of the core and α-solenoid domains in Ret3 and Sec21, respectively (Coordinate data in ESM1 Supplementary).
Potential binding sites in the appendage subdomain of Sec21 for accessory proteins
Based on sequence alignment between Sec21 and α-AP2, β2-AP2, and γ-COP, and using the peptide docking method, three regions in the Sec21 appendage were identified as being similar to the regions on α-AP2, β2-AP2 and γ-COP, and were shown to bind the recruitment peptides Eps15 DPF, epsin DPW2, epsin DPW1, and FXDXF [17, 27, 50] .
The first binding site on the Sec21 subunit is similar to the very shallow pocket on the surfaces of the proteins α-AP2, β2-AP2, and γ-COP, which have been known to play a key role in protein-protein interactions with ARFGAP2 and ARFGAP3, the two mammalian isoforms of the yeast ARFGAP Glo3p [25] . In the γ-COP subunit, the residues Leu829, Leu841, Arg843, Arg859, Phe772, Glu773, Ala774, Ala775, and Trp776 create a shallow binding pocket, with the last five residues forming a hydrophobic patch that is essential for the interactions with ARFGAP2 and ARFGAP3 [25] (Fig. S7) . In Sec21, Phe832 and Phe836 are the equivalent residues to Phe772 and Trp776 in γ-COP, which are also known as the F/W motif in the appendage domains of the three proteins γ-COP, α-AP2, and β-AP2 (the F/W motif forms a shallow, solvent-exposed hydrophobic patch in the proteins homologous to γ-COP) [24] . In Sec21, an equivalent hydrophobic patch is formed by Phe832, Ser833, Ala834, Thr835 and Phe836 of the β12-β13 loop. This patch is in a binding pocket ∼14 Å deep, which also contains Asn628, Ly630, Gly656, Phe712, Leu716, Gly656, Glu764, Asn831, Phe832, Ser833, Ala834, Thr835, Phe836, Pro840, and Glu842 (Fig. 5a-b) . This binding site is suitable for binding ligands with long and flexible structures, and Phe712 from the β8-β9 loop and Phe836 from the β12-β13 loop are located at its entrance. Monitoring alterations to this region during 6 ns of MD simulations reveals that the aromatic rings of Phe712 and Phe836 move toward and away from each other. In the frame obtained at 3 ns of MD simulation, the Phe836 and Phe712 residues are at their closest positions to one another, while at 6 ns they are at the most distant positions (Fig. 5c-d) . At 3 ns, they are close to one another at the entrance of the pocket, blocking access to the binding site. At 4 ns, they The amino acids of the two subunits at the binding site in the structure of the complex obtained from docking. The conformation at the interface of the subunits and the interacting amino acids from each node are shown at time steps of c 10 ns and d 16 ns. In both the plot and the figures, node 1 is dark green, node 2 is blue, node 3 is violet, and node 4 is light green gradually move apart, allowing access to the binding site. The MD results show that the distance between Phe712 and Phe836 ranges from 12 Å to 4.3 Å. This indicates that they may play a major role in the availability of this pocket to incoming ligands by controlling the entrance to the pocket. Watson et al. [25] have shown that a serine mutation of Phe836 results in the elimination of the interaction between the appendage and Glo3p, though it does not affect the maturation of the soluble vacuolar hydrolase carboxypeptidase Y (CPY), a common marker for membrane transport in yeast, while deleting the whole appendage leads to a CPY defect, suggesting the presence of at least one other binding site on the appendage for this function [25] .
The second binding site is a ∼20 Å deep pocket on the platform subdomain of Sec21, with Phe832 and Ser883 at the entrance to the pocket. Lys791, Val846, Leu853, and Ile855 are located on the antiparallel beta sheets deep at the bottom of this pocket, whereas Val844, Phe828 and Glu856 are in the middle of the pocket, where they form a negatively charged environment that is appropriate for holding positively charged ligands or those with aromatic moieties capable of π-π stacking interactions (Fig. 6a-b) .
A third binding site was found on the sandwich subdomain, which was equivalent to the binding site of DPW2 on the β-sandwich subdomain of AP2-α2. It consists of Lys622, Gln623 on the β17-α34 loop, Ala672-Ile678 on β6, as well as Ala693-Val704 on the β7-β8 loop, and Asn733 on β9 (Fig. 7a-b) .
We then studied the interactions between Sec21 and the peptides that have been previously shown to interact with the Fig. 5 Binding site on the platform subdomain of the Sec21 appendage. a The deep pocket at the interface of the platform subdomain (gray surface) and the sandwich (green ribbon) on Sec21. b Phe836 and Phe712 are on two opposite sides of the pocket entrance. c Superposition of the conformation of the appendage obtained at 3 ns (orange ribbon) onto the one at 6 ns (green ribbon). d A close up view of the frames at 3 ns and 6 ns. Phe712 and Phe836 block the entrance to the binding pocket at 3 ns by displacing the β8-β9 loop of the sandwich subdomain and the β12-β13 loop of the platform platform and sandwich subdomains of the α-AP2, β2-AP2, and γ-COPI appendages. The peptides are found in accessory proteins such as epsin and Eps15. Epsin is involved in creating membrane curvature and Eps15 in a scaffolding protein.
Although the docking experiments for each ligand provide detailed profiles for the interactions of the ligands with their surrounding environment, we further validated them using the GHECOM grid-based HECOMi finder [52] as an additional binding site detector approach. The first-rank cluster of GHE-COM grids, representing the best match for the binding site, partially covers the docking site of FXDXF, while it completely overlaps with those of DPF, DPW1, and DPW2 (Fig. S8) .
The high level of agreement between the first-rank clusters of pocket grids suggested by GHECOM [52] for each peptide and those obtained from docking further supports the predictions regarding the regions that accommodate the ligands.
Binding of Eps15 DPF and epsin DPW2 to Sec21
Two individual docking experiments confirm the binding of two peptide ligands, Eps15 DPF (1KYU.pdb) [27] and epsin DPW2 (1KY6.pdb) [27] , in a ∼20 Å deep pocket. Both interaction networks engage the residues Val717, Phe832, Glu842, and Gln902 (Fig. 6a-c) . This binding site has not been described previously, as it is shaped by the association of the newly modeled fragment of appendage residues 875-935 (Fig. 2c) , which is missing from the structure of the γ-appendage [25] (Figs. 2a and S4b) .
The conformations of the peptides in their binding pockets result from the direct involvement of Val717, Phe832, Glu842, and Gln902 with Pro P2 , Lys P4 , Phe
P3
, and Asp P1 of DPF (Fig. 6c) , and with the Phe P-2 , Ser P-1
, and Trp P3 motifs in DPW2 (Fig. 6b) . Trp P3 in DPW2 is surrounded by Gln902 and Lys791. Asp P1 in DPF interacts directly with Thr789 and Gln902 at a similar location close to the pocket entrance, while Asp P1 in DPW2 is involved with Phe828, Glu842, and Val844 near to the bottom of the site. Phe P-2 of DPW2 is accommodated by Leu718, Phe832, and Glue842. However, Lys P4 and Phe P3 from DPF occupy similar positions at the bottom of the binding pocket, surrounded by Phe832, Glu842, and Gln856 (Fig. 6b-c) .
Binding of epsin DPW1 to Sec21
It has been shown that α-AP2 accommodates DPW1 [27] . In contrast, no data has been published to show that Sec21 binds to DPW1 in a similar fashion to AP2-α2. The in silico experiment revealed that DPW1 can bind to Sec21 (Fig. 6d-e) . It is accommodated among the beta sheets at the second identified binding site with a depth of nearly 14 Å on the platform subdomain. The Ser P-1 moiety of the peptide interacts with the β4-β5, β8-β9, and β12-β13 loops of Sec21, involving Ala834, Gly656, and Phe712. Asp P1 and Pro P2 are located close to the 3 10 helix and the β12-β13 loop, interacting with Glu764 and Phe832, respectively. Trp P3 is surrounded by Phe832, Leu839, and Ser866 at the β12-β13 and β14-β15 loops, as Lys P4 interacts electrostatically with the two negatively charged residues Asn715 and Glu872. DPW1 is the only peptide among the four peptides we investigated (DPW1, DPW2, DPF, and FXDXF) that we found to bind in this pocket. Sequence alignment of Sec21, γ-COP, and AP2-α2 shows that amino acids at the binding site of DPW1 on Sec21 (Gly656, Phe712, Asn715, Glu764, Phe832, Leu838, Ser 866, and Glu872) are 50% identical to their equivalent amino acids in γ-COP and in AP2-α2, so Sec21 is expected to treat the ligand similarly to either of these proteins (Fig. S9) .
Binding of FXDXF to Sec21
FXDXF binds at a similar region to that of DPW2 on the β-sandwich subdomain in AP2-α2, with the direct involvement of the conserved amino acids Leu676, Ala672, and Asn733. FXDXF interacts with the amino acids Lys622-Gln623 on the β17-α34 loop via the Phe P7 moiety, with Ala672-Ile678 at β6, as well as with Ala693-Val704 on the β7-β8 loop via Val P8 , and Ser P1 interacts with Asn733 on β9 (Fig. 7a-b) .
As in α2-AP2, wherein DPW2 is the only peptide that binds at the β-sandwich surface [27] , docking results show that FXDXF is the only peptide among DPW1, DPW2, and DPF that binds at the β-sandwich subdomain: with Lys622-Gln623 on the β17-α34 loop via the Phe P7 moiety, with Ala672-Ile678 at β6, as well as with Ala693-Val704 on the , and Ser P1 interacts with Asn733 on β9 of the appendage (Fig. 7a-b) . This peptide shares no residues with other ligands on the platform subdomain.
Conclusions
Models of the entire Sec21 coatomer subunit (P32074) and of the entire Ret3 coatomer subunit (P53600) from COPI non-clathrin-coated vesicle have been built using the crystallographic structures of the trunk domain of clathrin adaptor protein 1 (AP1), the human γ-appendage domain, and the structure of the truncated human ζ-COPI, respectively. Analysis of the molecular dynamics simulations for Ret3 reveals that the subunit consists of a stable bulky domain connected to a flexible C-terminal domain that consists of two highly flexible helices, α6 and α7. The interaction between the C-terminal domain and the stable bulky domain is relatively weak, due to the positive electrostatic region between the C-terminal domain and the neighboring regions of the bulky domain (β-bridge, β2, and α3). This electrostatic repulsion keeps the C-terminal helices away from the bulky domain, preventing it from folding with the stable bulky "core" domain. The highly solvent-exposed Cterminal domain explores a large conformational space during MD, with high RMS fluctuations of its residues. This observation explains why this region is sensitive to proteolysis. Indeed, the full-length ζ-subunit (20 kDa) cleaves into a smaller 17 kDa fragment, resulting in the truncated structure of the human ζ-subunit that is yielded by X-ray crystallography [23] . Analysis of the MD simulation of the entire Sec21 subunit, which has three domains (a trunk, a linker, and an appendage), reveals that the appendage undergoes large conformational variations, particularly within the first 3.5 ns of MD, though it achieves stability after 4.5 ns of simulation. The protein-protein docking solution for Ret3 and Sec21 shows a four-node-like binding site at the interface of the trunk and core region of Ret3. The interaction profile for the two subunits does not exactly match with the equivalent sequences of the involved amino acids, as reported by Yu et al. [23] , where the subcomplex was simulated by superposing the N-terminal domain of each subunit onto adaptin core protein 1.
In our study, the protein-protein docking technique was employed to simulate the complex-taking into account the structures determined from the full sequences of the subunits-in order to predict the most energetically favorable conformation and the amino acids involved at the site of interaction between the Ret3 core and Sec21 α-solenoid domains. The 20 ns long MD simulation of the structure of the Ret3-Sec21 complex obtained from docking demonstrated that the interaction between Ret3 and Sec21 is stable and that the amino acids at the interaction sites predicted by docking were remained valid during MD, despite conformational fluctuations, thus indicating that the predicted binding mode by docking is reliable. Compared to the previous model [23] , it is evident that the missing domains and amino acids have an impact on the overall interaction profile of the subunits, which explains some of the differences between the two models.
The simulated structure of the appendage contains potential binding sites for accommodating the ligands on both the β-sandwich and the platform subdomains. These were studied using docking in addition to a grid-based binding site predictor method. A ∼14 Å deep pocket on the platform subdomain was identified with the potential to selectively accommodate the epsin DPW1 peptide. Sequence alignment of Sec21, γ-COP, and AP2-α2 showed that amino acids at the binding site of DPW1 on Sec21 are 50% identical to the amino acids in the equivalent regions of γ-COP and AP2-α2. Thus, there is an almost equal probability of Sec21 treating DPW1 in a similar manner to the either of the proteins. However, the observed binding mode of DPW1 at its binding site on Sec21 shows that it most likely acts in a similar fashion to AP2-α2.
Another binding site is a narrow ∼20 Å deep pocket formed by an association of the newly modeled fragment of the appendage (residues 875-935) on the platform subdomain of Sec21. This fragment is missing from the crystal structure of the γ-appendage [25] . The conformations and orientations of Phe712 and Phe836 at the rim of the deep pocket, along with those of Asn715, appear to control the entry of ligands into the pocket. These amino acids cover the entrance to the binding site within the first 3.5 ns of MD, but move away after 4 ns, opening the entrance to the pocket for the incoming ligand. The docking results for Eps15 DPF and epsin DPW2 at this site revealed detailed binding profiles of the peptides when complexed with the appendage.
The binding pocket on the surface of the β-sandwich subdomain in the Sec21 appendage was shown to be in close proximity to the DPW2 binding site on α2-AP2. Docking experiments on DPW1, DPW2, epsin DPF, and FXDXF demonstrate that the latter binds to the β-sandwich subdomain of Sec21 selectively, like DPW2, which binds to α2-AP2.
Modeling the three-dimensional structures of the fulllength sequences of the subunits and then performing MD simulations has allowed us to find the structural properties of the domains involved, as well as their impact on the stabilization of the tertiary structures of the two-subunit complex. Analysis of the docked peptide binding modes in the appendage subdomains has pointed to the existence of potential sites on the appendage that may facilitate the coatomer's function as a coordinator in the recruitment of accessory proteins.
